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Abstract—We describe a procedure for mass determination of

the ‘‘source-controlled fmax’’—an important though not conven-

tional parameter of earthquake source spectrum, relabeled here as

‘‘the third corner frequency,’’ fc3, and discuss the results of its

application. fmax is the upper cutoff frequency of Fourier acceler-

ation spectrum of a record of a local earthquake; both source and

path attenuation contribute to fmax. Most researchers believe the

role of attenuation (‘‘j’’ parameter) to be dominating or exclusive.

Still, source effect on fmax is sometimes revealed. If real, it may be

important for source physics. To understand better the fmax phe-

nomena, the constituents of fmax must be accurately separated. With

this goal, we process seismograms of moderate earthquakes from

Kamchatka subduction zone. First, we need reliable estimates of

attenuation to recover source spectra. To this goal, an iterative

processing procedure is constructed, that adjusts the attenuation

model until the recovered source acceleration spectra become, on

the average, flat up either to fc3, or up to the high-frequency limit of

the frequency range analyzed. The latter case occurs when fc3 is

non-existent or unobservable. Below fc3, the double-corner source

spectral model is thought to be valid, and the lower bound of

acceleration spectral plateau is considered as the second corner

frequency of earthquake source spectrum, fc2. The common corner

frequency, fc1, is also estimated. Following this approach, more

than 500 S-wave spectra of M = 4–6.5 Kamchatka earthquakes

with hypocentral distances 80–220 km were analyzed. In about

80 % of the cases, fc3 is clearly manifested; the remaining cases

show, at high frequency, flat source acceleration spectra. In addi-

tion, in about 2/3 of cases, fc2 is clearly above fc1, showing that

double-corner spectra may dominate even at moderate magnitudes.

Scaling behavior was examined for each of the corners. The fc1 vs.

M0 trend is common and close to similarity (fc1 � M0
-1/3), whereas

the trends for two other corners (fc2 � M0
-0.17; fc3 � M0

-0.11) dra-

matically contradict the concept of similarity. Physical

interpretation of such a behavior is discussed. The origin of fc3 is

ascribed to existence of the lowermost wavelength/size of fault

heterogeneity. Its dependence on M0 may reflect evolution of

maturity of a fault in geological time. The approximate scaling fc2

� f 0:5
c1 suggests that during propagation of slip pulse over a fault, its

width, assumedly related to 1/fc2, grows in a stochastic manner; this

reminds the random evolution of propagating boundary in the

framework of the known Eden model of random growth.

Key words: Earthquake fault, spectrum, scaling, fmax, kappa,

attenuation.

1. Introduction

The classical models of earthquake source spec-

trum after AKI (1967) and BRUNE (1970) have x-2

high-frequency (HF) asymptote and thus flat accel-

eration spectrum a(f). HANKS (1982) paid attention to

the ‘‘fmax’’ phenomenon: a(f) of a record shows HF

cutoff, and it does not disappear after correction for

path-related loss. GUSEV (1983) and PAPAGEORGIOU

and AKI (1983) ascribed the origin of this cutoff to the

source; later AKI (1988) noticed that fmax slowly

decreases with magnitude, and treated this fact as

supporting this idea. However, ANDERSON and HOUGH

(1984) have shown convincingly that a near-site

constant-Q attenuation layer of limited thickness

commonly exists, that introduces distance-indepen-

dent loss; this factor can explain the fmax feature

without any source-related effects. The idea of source

origin of fmax lost support and was, essentially,

abandoned. Still, evidence has been accumulated step

by step suggesting that the formation of fmax is a

complex phenomenon that incorporates both site-

controlled and source-controlled constituents, see the

study by GUSEV (2013a) for a review. This source-

controlled constituent fmax will be the main object of

the present study, and will be denoted fc3, the third

corner frequency. This denotation hints that below

fc3, two corners are typically present, that jointly

provide the bend of displacement spectrum from f 0 to
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f -2 behavior, as was proposed by BRUNE (1970) and

supported by data analysis after GUSEV (1983); posi-

tions of these corners will be denoted as fc1 and fc2.

ANDERSON and HOUGH (1984) introduced j
parameter to describe loss-related low-pass filter; its

cutoff frequency will be denoted fj. This filter mod-

ifies source-generated signal; this complicates

detection and (if found) estimation of fc3. Figure 1

sketches out how site and source factors interfere; it

makes clear why it is a difficult task to determine

separately both fc3 and fj. Note that the problem was

well understood by ANDERSON and HOUGH (1984); see

their Fig. 13. ATKINSON (1996) found some indica-

tions to combined effect of these factors. To obtain

more decisive results regarding the existence of fc3,

i.e., to suppress the effects of fj, two techniques were

tried: to use instruments located in a deep borehole

(KINOSHITA 1992; SATOH et al. 1997); or to use ratios

of spectra of two earthquakes with widely different

fc3, recorded by the same station. In the last case, the

effects of ‘‘fj-filter’’ and also of site amplification

filter cancel out (YOKOI and IRIKURA 1991; SASATANI

1997); path contributions may be different but this

difference is known better and can be compensated

for. See the study by GUSEV (2013a) for more

examples and a short review. The spectral ratio

approach may produce illuminating examples

(POPESCU et al. 2003), but it is not appropriate for

establishing general tendencies.

Both the existence and behavior of fc3 represent

interesting research topics; their study may provide

important information about the structure of earth-

quake source and dynamic processes within it. It is

now a common idea that the HF part of source

spectrum is formed by multiple-scaled heterogeneity,

seemingly of the fractal kind. It can represent random

field of stress drop, of random strength, or of random

relief of fault wall. The fc3 parameter, if real, is a

manifestation of the lower fractal limit of hetero-

geneity size/wavelength; i.e., it is an imprint of the

upper cutoff of its wavenumber spectrum (PAPA-

GEORGIOU and AKI 1983; AKI 1988).

In engineering seismology, there is a need for

accurate and stable estimates of the loss parameter, j.

When the effects of fc3 are present but ignored, a

certain part of the observed HF spectral decay that is
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Figure 1
A sketch of Fourier acceleration spectrum of body waves, for two versions of source acceleration spectrum (M

...

0ðf Þ or SAS): single-corner one

(a), and three-corner one (b). Top curves (orange in color version) are SAS, bottom curves (magenta in color version) are acceleration spectra

A(f) at a station, corrected for path-related loss. The middle curve (blue in color version) is a typical transfer function of the attenuating near-

site layer. See text for more details
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of source origin is treated as a site effect; this may

perturb and even systematically bias j0 estimates, as

explained later. KILB et al. (2012) note that ‘‘the

scatter within kappa measurements at a given station

is likely caused by a significant contribution from

near the source’’; they, however, relate this contri-

bution not to the source spectrum, but rather, to near-

source scatterers. Generally, the knowledge of fc3 is

significant for accurate prediction of peak accelera-

tions, especially at near-fault sites, as it directly

affects the upper spectral cutoff. Therefore, a method

for systematic separation of source and path contri-

butions to fmax is of clear practical importance.

The analysis of the decay of acceleration spectra

at HF, parameterized by j, was done by Purvance and

ANDERSON (2003) for a large data set from Mexico.

Empirical j estimates were processed by least

squares to split them into separate contributions from

source (jevent) and site (jsite, hereinafter denoted j0).

High statistical significance of source contribution

was accurately proven; but the geophysical results

were limited, possibly because the frequency depen-

dence of loss was ignored. Attention to this factor is

an important point of the present study. An important

result of the recent studies of j is the understanding

of significant uncertainty of station j0 estimates

obtained by various methods (EDWARDS et al. 2015;

KILB et al. 2012). Source contribution to this uncer-

tainty may be significant sometimes.

An interesting field of study is that of scaling

behavior of fault parameters, and in particular of

corner frequencies: fc1, fc2, and fc3. These parameters

will be shortly denoted as fci. When discussing scal-

ing of fci, one can take as a reference the concept of

similarity of earthquake source geometry and kine-

matics. As shown by KANAMORI and ANDERSON

(1975), the similarity concept is approximately valid

for large earthquakes. For small-to-moderate ones its

applicability, often formulated as a question of

magnitude dependence of stress drop, is a matter of

active discussion (see e.g., BALTAY et al. 2011). As an

independent variable in similarity studies, the seismic

moment M0 is commonly taken, and the scaling

relationships for fci are written in the form fci / M
�bi

0 .

The common topic is the scaling of fc1 (related to

inverse rupture duration) which, in case of similarity,

follows fc1 / M
�1=3
0 , so that b1 = 1/3. Our data on fc1

do not indicate violation of similarity, as will be seen.

Less elaborated is the question of scaling of fc2 and

fc3 trend. What can be assumed a priori is that in case

of similarity, scaling of each of fci must be identical,

as these parameters have the same dimension, so that

all bi can be expected to be equal to 1/3, and the

shape of source spectrum is identical, in the log–log

scale, at any M0. Deviations of real source spectra

from similarity bear information on the properties of

fault rupture. GUSEV (2013a) reviewed published

trends of fc2 and fc3 and found b2 = 0.17 and

b2 = 0.08 as typical values; thus, similarity appears

to be violated with respect both to fc2 and fc3. Most of

these results are preliminary, and further studies are

evidently needed.

During 1993–2005, a single Kamchatka broad-

band (BB) station PET produced a considerable

amount of records that permitted to study fmax phe-

nomena. At the exploration stage of this work, GUSEV

and GUSEVA (2014) apparently revealed the existence

of fc3 for a significant fraction of cases. In that letter,

however, to recover source spectra from S-wave

spectra, a preliminary attenuation model was used.

For this reason, the obtained interesting results could

not be considered as firmly established. For a mass

study of fc3 to be convincing, a more reliable attenu-

ation model should be used instead. This goal was

achieved in two steps. The first step was to design a

novel method of spectrum-based inversion for atten-

uation (GUSEV and GUSEVA 2016). Its idea is to use, in

inversion for attenuation model, only the parts of

observed spectra that are below fc3. The already

determined set of fc3 was used, and an adjusted

attenuation model was obtained, with only limited

difference from the trial one. But it was not possible to

be satisfied by this fact. In principle, any change in

attenuation model must entail revision of all fc3 esti-

mates. One cannot be sure beforehand that iterations

of the two-phase procedure—(1) adjust attenuation

model, then (2) revise fc3 estimates—will converge. In

the present study, just this iterative adjustment of both

attenuation model and fc3 set is performed. As an

interesting side results of this research, sets of fc1 and

fc2 values were also determined.

The plan of the study is as follows. First, a reliable

attenuation model is found following the above-de-

scribed iterative scheme. On convergence of the
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iterative loop, the obtained set of spectral corners is

analyzed in terms of scaling behavior. Finally, the

recovered scaling trends are discussed, and some

hypotheses are proposed regarding their possible

physical meaning.

2. The Complex Nature of Acceleration Spectral

Cutoff and the General Approach of the Study

As an introductory step let us consider how source

spectrum shape is modified during wave propagation in

a medium with energy loss. Earthquake source time

history can be described by seismic moment rate _M0ðtÞ,
i.e., source time function, with its amplitude spectrum
_M0ðf Þ, or source spectrum. Source acceleration spec-

trum (SAS), M
...

0ðf Þ, equals ð2pÞ2 _M0ðf Þ. In Fig. 1, two

idealized versions of SAS are depicted. One version

(a) has a single corner at the lower frequency (LF) side,

located at fc; another (b) has a double (split) corner

here, whose components are located at fc1 and fc2. Both

models follow BRUNE (1970); both are of the ‘‘x-2’’

kind; this ‘‘x-2’’ part of source spectrum is trans-

formed into a corresponding ‘‘plateau’’ in SAS. At the

HF side, the SAS ‘‘b’’ has a cutoff at fc3; then it decays

as f -e, with estimated e on the order 1–2 (i.e., the

exponent is 3–4 for source spectrum). The SAS ‘‘a’’ is

flat at HF (fc3 ! 1). The more general three-cornered

SAS ‘‘b’’ is considered realistic in this paper; it trans-

forms into ‘‘a’’ by setting fc = fc1 = fc2, and fc3 ! 1.

At the bottom of the plot, corresponding observed

acceleration spectra A(f) at a station are given, after

along-path loss correction; i.e., only the loss related to

the medium layer immediately under the station takes

effect. The middle shape is a typical transfer function

of this attenuating near-site layer, which contributes to

formation of the upper cutoff of the spectrum of a

record. Another contribution is distance related and not

considered here. This filter is parameterized by its

upper cutoff frequency, fj, or site-controlled [con-

stituent of fmax. Generally, fmax may be associated with

total (path plus site) effect parameterized by j,

expressing, therefore, the property of the spectrum of a

record; or solely with site-only effect, parameterized

by j0. If the second definition is considered as prefer-

able, as we do, the spectrum of a record must be path-

corrected before picking fmax. HANKS (1982) is not fully

strict in associating fmax solely with site effect. There

are no ready denotations for these two variants of fmax

definition, and this may create some confusion. In the

discussion of Fig. 1, fmax is associated specifically with

j0; in the case of flat acceleration spectrum, it equals fj.

To relate fj to j0 one can use either -3 dB (50 %

power) cutoff that results in fj = loge(2)/

2pj0 & 0.11/j0 or -6 dB (50 % amplitude) cutoff,

resulting in fj & 0.22/j0; other definitions are possi-

ble. The assumed (b) kind of SAS has three corner

frequencies fc1, fc2 and fc3; the latter is a new short

denotation for the ‘‘source-controlled [constituent of]

fmax’’. The two cutoffs, at fj and at fc3, operating jointly,

produce a combined or ‘‘summary’’ cutoff at an ‘‘ob-

served fmax’’, with its value below that of each of its

constituents. The distance-related loss, ignored in this

argument, would result in even lower observed fmax.

An important fact can be seen from Fig. 1: when fc3 is

actually finite, but during the data analysis one assumes

that fc3 ! 1, a negative bias in the fj estimate will

appear; correspondingly, j0 will be overestimated.

Let us consider the loss operator that affects a

record in more detail. ANDERSON and HOUGH (1984)

realized that propagation loss, expressed by the j
parameter, can be split into a distance-independent,

site-related component, j0, and a distance-dependent

one, ~j [denoted following ANDERSON (1991)]. The

middle curve in Fig. 1 is related to j0. To estimate

true source spectrum from the observed body-wave

spectrum, i.e., to compensate loss, one needs its

parameters, both j0, and ~j. Unfortunately, neither

direct inversion of station network data nor the use of

less noisy coda-normalized data cannot recover a

complete attenuation picture. Only ~j can be recov-

ered, whereas j0 is rarely observable in this manner.

To find j0, one might, and often do, use the spectral

method, making, however, an assumption that SAS is

flat at HF. This assumption is difficult to verify; real

spectra may and sometimes do violate it, as described

in Introduction. An attempt to overcome this diffi-

culty is the main point of the present study: the list of

unknowns to be sought for will include j0, frequency-

dependent ~j and finite fc3 values; the latter provide

the upper bound of the part of the spectrum usable in

the inversion for Q(f).

The determination of these unknowns is carried

out in two steps. As a first step, a realistic preliminary

1542 A. A. Gusev, E. M. Guseva Pure Appl. Geophys.



loss model is used for spectral correction. Then,

either fc3 values are estimated from the recovered

spectra, or the absence of any observable upper cutoff

of SAS is recorded. Denote the upper cutoff of

observable flat SAS as fH; it can be equal to fc3, or

merely describe the uppermost resolvable frequency.

This upper limit can be produced either by too low

S/N ratio or by the proximity of the Nyquist fre-

quency of digitized data. At the LF side, the

lowermost usable frequency is defined either by fc2,

(or sometimes by fc1 = fc2), or by surface-wave

contamination, or again by low S/N values, now at

the LF edge. Denote this LF bound of the work range

as fL. The limited segments of observed spectra,

between fL and fH, can be used then in the traditional

way to recover an adjusted attenuation model by the

spectral method.

3. Data and Their Processing

3.1. Data

The collected data set consists of records of

station PET including those of the low-gain HN

channel of IRIS BB station (with FBA-23 accelerom-

eter), digitized at 80 sps, for 1993–2005 (433

records); and of the Guralp CMG5T accelerometer,

with sampling frequency 100 sps, for 2006–2008

(130 records). We use records of local earthquakes at

hypocentral distances r = 80–220 km. The depth

range is 0–200 km, mostly 0–50 km, ML = 4–6.5

(ML & Mw ? 0.35, as further explained). Source

epicenters are shown in Fig. 2. This data set was

used for such tasks as: qualitative examination of

observed and source-reduced (i.e., loss-corrected)

spectra; estimation of fc1, fc2 and fc3, or, shortly, fci,

and iterative adjustment of the attenuation model. In

all cases, the frequency range up to 0.75 fNyquist (i.e.,

up to 30 or 37 Hz) was considered.

3.2. Possible Site Effect on Spectra

A possible obstacle for the spectral method is the

effect of site geology (site response). Specifically for

PET station, these effects were never noticed in tens

of microzoning studies when PET was the reference

hard-rock station (if such effects were significant,

they would be seen at least sometimes as holes or

negative trends in spectral ratios). In another two

detailed studies of spectral properties of PET based

on the HVR method (horizontal to vertical spectral

ratios), one that employed direct S-waves, and
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another with coda waves, again no indication of site

anomalies were found over the 1–25 Hz range. There

exist some studies of the vertical structure of upper

crustal layering under PET. From these data, it was

found in (GUSEV and GUSEVA 2016) that the lower

impedance layering of the upper 500 m of the profile

can amplify high frequencies and, therefore, distort

the estimate of j0 shifting it to lower values. Such a

distortion may be significant. For instance, among 15

hard-rock stations in South Korea studied by JO and

BAAG (2007), seven showed zero or negative j0

estimates. To find possible distortion, the quarter-

wavelength approximation was used following Boore

and Joyner (1997); the estimated spectral amplifica-

tion was converted to possible j0 adjustment. Its

value was estimated as 0.006–0.007 s, comparable to

the accuracy of our estimates of j0, and was not taken

into account.

3.3. Determination of Smoothed Spectra

On a digital trace, the S-wave group was selected

interactively, with visually picked window duration

of 10–35 % of S-wave travel time. The wide range of

used durations is related to their evident wide

variation related probably to differences in along-

ray scattering. In particular, lower depth events

typically produce longer S-wave groups because of

expressed depth dependence of scattering, as dis-

cussed by ABUBAKIROV and GUSEV (1990).

Alternatively, automatically selected duration of

25 % of S-wave travel time was tried, with hardly

noticeable change of results. The former, interactive,

procedure was finally used. The segment of instru-

ment-corrected acceleration signal was cut out,

tapered at 0–5 and 95–100 % of the full duration,

and processed by FFT. The resulting discrete spec-

trum was smoothed using spectral window of log-

uniform width of 0.5 octave (at -3 dB level) or 0.15

decade in log10(f) units. The step along the f-axis is

also log-uniform and equals 0.05 (20 points per

decade). A noise window of comparable or longer

duration, selected before the P onset, was processed

in the same manner; its spectral energy was adjusted

for the difference of durations of the windows, and

represented background noise. For S-wave spectra in

the mentioned time window, the rms amplitude of a

single component was determined over two horizon-

tal components.

3.4. Initial Loss Model

To obtain approximate estimates of source spec-

tra, an initial loss model was needed to calculate the

first variant of loss corrections. At the first stage of

entire study it was compiled on the basis of the earlier

work on S-wave attenuation in this area. The main

sources used are as follows (Fig. 3). For the 1–6 Hz

band, ABUBAKIROV (2005) estimated QS (f) using

distance decay of coda-normalized spectral levels of

band-filtered data; S-wave spectra were calculated

over the 5-s data window. For the 5–25 Hz band the

results of GUSEV and GUSEVA (2012) were used. They

determined S-wave j values only from spectra that

covered the entire 5–25 Hz band; therefore, they

implicitly excluded a large fraction of events with

low fc3 that might bias (artificially increase) loss

estimates, as already explained. No frequency depen-

dence of related quality factor QS = Q was assumed

in that study and, therefore, three variants of possible
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Figure 3
Variants of frequency dependence of Q-1 at the distance

r = 100 km near PET. The curve labels denote: AG90: (ABUBA-

KIROV and GUSEV 1990), coda and direct waves interpreted using

numerical simulation of multiple scattering; GSh99: (GUSEV and

SHUMILINA 2000), interpretation of the decay of macroseismic

intensity, frequency binding uncertain; Abu05: (ABUBAKIROV 2005),

inversion of the distance decay of spectral amplitude; Q(j)11:

variants of Q-1(f) converted from j estimates of GUSEV and GUSEVA

(2012), see text for details; ‘‘A’’-guess: initial approximation based

on compilation of earlier research (GUSEV and GUSEVA 2014); ‘‘B’’-

inv1, ‘‘C’’-inv2: results of two successive inversions, see text and

Table 1; ampl-15: a preliminary estimate from the spectral

amplitude decay with distance
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Q(f) lines are plotted in Fig. 3 that fit the estimated j
value over the 5–25 Hz frequency range assuming ~j
and Q-1 proportional to f 0, f�0:2 and f�0:4. Some

other estimates were also taken into account, see

Fig. 3. The final accepted trend for r = 100 km is QS

(f) = 165 f 0:42. In addition, the value j0 = 0.016 s

was accepted.

GUSEV and GUSEVA (2012) found that near PET,

the dependence of j on hypocentral distance r is

clearly convex, indicating diminution of loss with

distance. From these data, a rough estimate of the

distance dependence of loss was constructed in a

simplest form, with linear decay of Q-1. The final

loss representation is:

�loge

Aðf Þ
A0ðf Þ

� �
¼ pf ðj0 þ ~jÞ

¼ pfj0 þ
r

c

� �
Q�1ðf ; rÞ ¼ pfjðf ; rÞ

ð1Þ

where A(f) and A0(f) are spectral amplitudes for the

cases when loss is present or absent, correspondingly,

c = 3.8 km/s is S-wave velocity; and Q(f, r) is dis-

tance-dependent path quality factor:

Q�1ðf ; rÞ ¼ Q�1
0

f

f0

� ��c

1 þ q
r � r0

r0

� �
ð2Þ

with the reference distance r0 set at 100 km, refer-

ence frequency f0 set at 1 Hz, and the negative

q parameter describes how attenuation diminishes

with distance. Below f0, Q-1(f) = Q-1(f0). The entire

initial attenuation model is called ‘‘A’’ hereinafter

(Table 1).

3.5. Interactive processing of spectra

The calculated S-wave spectra were represented

as those of displacement d0(f), velocity v0(f) and

acceleration a0(f); see example in Fig. 4. In addition,

the loss-corrected versions of these spectra were

calculated, denoted hereinafter, respectfully, as d(f),

v(f) and a(f). Noise spectra are also shown. On a

d(f) plot, the fc1 corner position (abscissa: fc1,

ordinate: LF spectral level) was selected. Similarly,

on a v(f) plot, fc1 corner (second estimate) and fc2

corner were selected. On a(f) plot, fc2 corner (second

estimate) and fc3 corner were picked. Figure 4 shows

the case when all these corners are well expressed

and discernible. In the practical work, some of the

corners could not be picked reliably. In a consider-

able fraction of cases, fc3 was not discernible, see

Fig. 5. This situation, that agrees with the x-2

spectral asymptote, could arise in two cases: the

spectrum as such is above noise up to the highest

considered point, (30 or 37 Hz), or the uppermost

observable point is below this bound because of the

high S/N ratio. In a limited number of cases, no

confident judgment regarding fc3 was possible

Table 1

Attenuation models for Kamchatka subduction zone, and recovered parameters of scaling

Model Attenuation parameters Parameters of scaling* Reference and comment

j0, s Q0 c q b1 b2 b3

‘‘A’’ 0.016 165 0.42 -0.36 0.32 0.17 0.08 (GUSEV and GUSEVA 2014). Model ‘‘A’’ is

compiled and the fc3 set ‘‘A’’ is determined

‘‘B’’ 0.027 ± 0.007 140 ± 35 0.54 ± 0.08 -0.18 ± 0.08 n/a n/a 0.08 (GUSEV and GUSEVA 2016). The fc3 set ‘‘A’’ is

used in inversion, which resulted in model

‘‘B’’

‘‘C’’ 0.034 164 0.59 -0.17 0.33 0.17 0.11 Current paper. Using model ‘‘B’’, the fc3 set ‘‘B’’

is determined; it is then used in inversion

which resulted in model ‘‘C’’

‘‘CP’’ 0.015 150 0.43 n/a n/a n/a n/a Current paper. Modification of model ‘‘C’’

Formal standard errors for bi are all below 0.03. For b1, the orthogonal regression estimates are given

* bi = d log fci/d log M0
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because of a complicated spectral shape. At any rate,

the upper bound of the workable a(f) spectrum, or fH,

was determined. As for the similar lower bound, fL, it

almost always coincided with fc2. The ‘‘plateau’’

between fL, and fH was permitted not to be accurately

flat, because it is impossible, through applying a

single set of attenuation parameters, to make all

recovered spectra perfectly flat.

At the LF side, the expected spectral plateau on

the d(f) spectrum was sometimes uncertain or not

seen at all, preventing the determination of fc1 and

of d(f | f ? 0). This is due to low S/N ratio for

lower magnitudes, and/or to the probable contami-

nation of spectrum by surface waves for larger

magnitudes; in all, no reliable fc1 estimate was

possible for 15 % of spectra. When selecting fc3, it

was required that above fc3, the decay of corrected

spectrum: (1) is sufficiently steep, i.e., with log–log

slope above 0.5; and (2) is supported by at least

three points of the smoothed spectrum (i.e., over the

f range of at least 0.15 decade). As a rule, the log–

log slopes of a(f) below fc3 were in the range

-(0.8–1.6). Cases of combined corners, with

fc1 & fc2, or fc2 & fc3, were common. As the final

estimate of fc1, the geometric average of the two

picks made on d(f) and v(f) windows was used;

similar procedure was performed for fc2, using picks

from v(f) and a(f) windows.

‘‘Sharp’’ shapes of corners are well seen in Figs. 4

and 5. This feature of real spectra is common for our

spectral plots despite considerable smoothing that

could suppress it. Most corners of our spectral shapes
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are clearly less blunt than predicted by BRUNE’S

(1970) single-corner as well as AKI’S (1967) or

JOYNER’S (1984) double-corner spectral models; typ-

ically they are comparable to or even sharper than the

(1 ? (f/fc)
4)-1/2 shape proposed in (BOATWRIGHT

1978).

In Fig. 5, we present the cases of observable and

unobservable (or absent) fc3 corner. In addition, this

picture illustrates why fc3 is difficult to notice when

working in the log–linear scale traditional in deter-

mination of j. As clearly seen from the left plot in

Fig. 5a, the fc3 corner is evident on the loss-corrected

plot in the log–log scale; whereas on the uncorrected

plot in the log-linear scale, the presence of the same

corner is near to unnoticeable even on the smoothed

spectrum (On the original unsmoothed spectrum, the

chances to identify this corner will be even less). This

situation may be typical, potentially leading to a

broad scatter of j estimates. The scatter of this kind

was found in particular for the PET data when studied

in a simpler way in (GUSEV and GUSEVA 2012), using

plots in the log–linear scale.

In the described way, fc2 or fL, and fc3 or fH,

frequencies, and also fc1, were determined for a

considerable part of 433 spectra studied at the first

stage of work. The typical range of fL, and of fH,

can be seen from the distribution of fc3, fc2 values

depicted on the scattergrams in Fig. 8b, c below.

The obtained trends of fci, with respect to local

magnitude, have been published in the short paper

(GUSEV and GUSEVA 2014). The results were

intriguing. First, fc3 was reliably identified in

majority of cases. Second, clear indications of

non-similarity of scaling were found for fc2 and the

more so for fc3, whereas the data for fc1 did not

contradict the similarity concept. These preliminary

results needed an accurate checkup. In particular,

the attenuation model used for spectral correction

had to be refined and verified. This is done in the

following.
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4. Improving the S-Wave Attenuation Model

It was expedient to determine a new adjusted

attenuation model, to prevent systematic errors in

estimation of fc3 caused by a possible bias in the

assumed loss; and the accumulated data were used to

make inversion for such model. The functional

description of attenuation transfer function as

expressed by Eqs. 1 and 2 was used again; the same

r0 = 100 km and c = 3.8 km/s were also used. The

set of unknown parameters is {Q0
-1, c, q, j0}, or

compactly xk = {x1, x2, x3, x4}; see Table 1 for xk of

the initial (or ‘‘A’’) and successive models. The

observational data used in inversion consisted of

spectral amplitudes AL and AH, picked from uncor-

rected spectra at the frequencies fL and fH. Introduce

observables yj ¼ loge AH=AL, where j = 1, 2,…, N

enumerates the observed spectra. From (1) and (2),

the theoretical value for yj is

yj;theo ¼ FjðxkÞ

¼ �pQ�1
0 f

1�c
H � f

1�c
L

� �
1 þ q

rj � r0

r0

� �
rj

c

� pj0 fH � fLð Þ
ð3Þ

Therefore, the system of N equations arises of the

form

yj ¼ Fj xkð Þ þ ej ð4Þ
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where ej is random error, assumed Gaussian with zero

mean. The cases with fH - fL\2 Hz were considered

as unreliable, and were discarded. The employed non-

linear inversion procedure was the Nelder–Mead

simplex method that converged in a stable manner.

The result—the ‘‘B’’ model—is given in Table 1,

with error bounds, and Q(f) is shown in Fig. 3. The

error bounds were determined using the ‘‘delete-d

jackknife method’’ (Wu 1990). The rms residual of

fitting yj values [i.e., r(ej)] is about 0.07 (Fig. 6).

Determination of fci was repeated using the new

‘‘B’’ attenuation model and the augmented data set

(563 spectra). It should be noted that for the records of

the initial data subset (433 spectra), the replacement of

the ‘‘A’’ attenuation model by the ‘‘B’’ one resulted,

mostly, in insignificant changes of picks of fci or of fL,

fH pairs. This stage of study is described in (GUSEV and

GUSEVA 2016) in detail. To verify the stability of

results, the third successive ‘‘C’’ attenuation model was

obtained by inversion of the new set of yj (determined

now using the ‘‘B’’ model). The residuals of this

inversion are shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 3, one can

compare Q(f) for the initial and the two successively

inverted models. This comparison does not make a full

picture because the effect of large uncertainty and

related variations of j0 estimates perturbs Q(f) and

makes impression of instable convergence. More

indicative are spectral corrections dlog10A(-

f) = log10A(f)/A0(f) predicted by each of the models

(see Eq. 1); these are compared in Fig. 7. The differ-

ence of spectral corrections between initial and any of

the inverted models in the distance range 80–220 km

and over the full frequency band is limited. The dif-

ference between loss estimates predicted by the two

inverted models ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘C’’ is minor, and one can

believe that the practical convergence is attained, and

that for the distance range studied, the average atten-

uation model for the vicinity of station PET is

established rather reliably. Still, the value of j0

obtained by inversion seems somewhat too high for a

hard-rock station like PET, probably because of the

complete lack of data at short distances. In such a case,

the estimate of j0 obtained in the inversion represents

not only the site-dependent loss as such, but also the

unknown and seemingly highly significant deviation

(enhancement) of the loss at distances below

80–100 km as compared to the assumed linear distance

dependence of Q-1. This view is supported by exam-

ination of spectra of three rare small shocks occurred

within the 30-km radius from PET, recorded by dif-

ferent instruments. Their spectra suggest that the true

value of j0 for PET is close to 0.015. Nevertheless,

Fig. 7 shows that the total loss correction is estimated

in a stable manner.

Let us now discuss whether the obtained attenu-

ation model can be confidently used for reduction of

spectra. One should discriminate between a model

that is sufficiently accurate to be usable for this aim,

and another (imaginable but absent) model that con-

tains accurate parameter estimates. It should be

admitted that there is a significant correlation

(tradeoff) between estimates of all four xk. As a

result, the obtained model can be reliably used only

within the distance range studied. The mentioned

tradeoff is complicated because, e.g., perturbing j0

affects both Q0 and c. Thus, no good estimate of site-

related fmax in a strict sense is obtained; and the

resulting j0 value should not be used for prediction of

strong motion from earthquakes located near to PET.

Such estimates are not much needed, however,

because of low local seismicity of the Kamchatka

land. The sources of threatening M8–M9 earthquakes

are located at the same 80–150 km from the inhabited

coast as those of small events under study; therefore,

it is quite tolerable to use the obtained joint (j0 plus

Q) loss estimates for engineering applications.

It was still expedient, mostly for eventual use in

earthquake engineering applications, to develop a

preliminary attenuation model for a somewhat wider

distance range. This model had to extrapolate the

distance trend of log10A(f), found above, beyond the

range 80–220 km where it was determined, and

simultaneously to fulfill the following additional

requirements: to fit the preliminary estimate of true

j0 of PET, equal to 0.015 s; to exclude the physically

inadequate linear distance dependence in (2) that

predicts negative Q at a sufficiently large distance;

and to explain a slight positive deviation of

dlog10A(f) residuals as seen in Fig. 6b, that clearly

indicates that the assumed linear trend is too gradual

at small distances. By trial and error, the following

preliminary model for Q(f, r) was found, denoted
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‘‘CP’’; it consists of the formula that replaces the

linear trend of (2) by power law with exponent p:

Q�1ðf ; rÞ ¼ Q�1
0

f

f0

� ��c
r

r0

� �p

ð5Þ

and the following set of parameters: r0 = 100 km,

f0 = 1 Hz, Q0 = 150; p = -0.55; c = 0.43; all this

to be combined with j0 = 0.015. The deviation of the

c value from one in the ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘C’’ model is

noticeable; it hardly has geophysical meaning, how-

ever. It evidently results from the expressed

correlation between j0 and c: the lower the j0, the

smaller part of attenuation at HF it explains, pressing

c to get lower. For the distance range 80–220 km the

modified model predicts log10A(f) trend close to one

determined above by inversion (see Fig. 7). Simul-

taneously it provides a more appropriate description

outside this range. Equation 5 and the set of its

parameters may provide a reasonable first approxi-

mation for attenuation over the Kamchatka

subduction zone within the 40–300 km distance

range.

5. Refined Estimates of Scaling of the Three Corner

Frequencies

With more than 500 {fc1, fc2, fc3} triples at hand

(some of them incomplete), it was possible to estab-

lish scaling behavior of each of these parameters and

to inter-compare the fci vs. M0 trends. The scaling

behavior of fci for Kamchatka was first studied in

(GUSEV and GUSEVA 2014) using the ‘‘A’’ attenuation

model and the same data set as used above for

retrieving the ‘‘B’’ attenuation model. Entire pro-

cessing was repeated with the ‘‘B’’ attenuation model,

resulting in new fci and spectral level picks (that were

used to derive the ‘‘C’’ attenuation model discussed

above). The adjustments were rather limited. In this

repeated processing, however, the rejection of cases

with insufficiently certain d(f) and a(f) plateaus was

done more strictly, to improve the reliability of the

resulting trends. The ultimate goal was to refine the

estimates of scaling exponents bi, i = 1, 2, 3 for the

relationships of the kind fci / M
�bi

0

To increase the amount of data, this scaling was

determined in an indirect way, using local Kamchatka

magnitude ML as the main independent variable in the

scaling study. The reason is that more than 15 % of

analyzed spectra did not permit to estimate reliably

the level of the LF plateau of d(f), and that many

earthquakes had no independent and reliable M0

estimates. With this plan in mind, it was needed to

verify in advance that ML can supply an accept-

able estimate of M0. To check this, the picked levels

d(f|f?0) were converted to M0 and then to Mw

assuming 1/r geometric spreading, cS = 3.8 km/s and

average S-wave radiation pattern. The values of these

local Mw estimates based on medium-period S-waves

occurred to be well correlated with the teleseismic

surface-wave estimates. The following average rela-

tionships were found: ML = Mw(GCMT) ? 0.15;

ML = Mw(PET S-waves) ? 0.35, and therefore

Mw(PET S-waves) = Mw(GCMT) - 0.2. The misfit

of this kind was considered tolerable. The slope of the

ML(Mw) trend deviates negligibly from the value 1.00

common for the magnitude range studied; thus in the

scaling analysis, scaling exponents determined with

respect to ML were converted to bi merely by multi-

plication by 2/3. In a number of cases, published Mw

vs. fci trends were compared to our fci vs. ML results;

in such cases, it was assumed that Mw = ML -0.35.

The results of scaling analysis are shown in

Fig. 8. The scaling for fc1 and fc2 is seen in Fig. 8a, b.

The accurate estimation of bi may be hindered by the

uncertainty in the exact balance of scatter of the

points in Fig. 8a, b along abscissa and ordinate.

When the abscissa values are not exact, the slope

estimates obtained through ordinary regression shall

have negative bias. To overcome this difficulty,

orthogonal regression can be applied. Unfortunately,

to obtain fully definite estimate in this way, one

should fix the ratio q of variances along abscissa and

ordinate, therefore, a new problem arises. To bracket

the true value of fc1, two variants of q were tried:

q = 0 (ordinary regression), that resulted in

b1 = b1rg = 0.26 ± 0.03; and q = 1, giving

b1 = b1or = 0.33 ± 0.03 (preferred). The range of

uncertainty is 0.07, wider than formal accuracy esti-

mates. As b1or closely reproduces the prediction of
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the similarity hypothesis (of b1 = 1/3) we can infer

that data, rather, support this hypothesis, and in no

way contradicts it.

For b2 and b3 we confined our analysis by ordi-

nary regression. The slope of the log fc2 vs. ML

relationship, b2 = 0.17 ± 0.02, is evidently more

gradual than that for log fc1. The difference is sta-

tistically highly significant, and one can infer that the

deviation of scaling behavior of fc2 with respect to

that of fc1, or, equivalently in our case, with respect to

the value expected in the case of similarity, is real

and well expressed.

Another interesting point is the difference

between the values of fc1 and fc2 of the same event.

The ratio fc2/fc1 defines the width of the plateau of v(f)

spectrum, i.e., the degree of deviation of the event

spectrum from the single-corner x-2 model. Setting

the threshold value for fc2/fc1 equal to 2.0, we find

that 62 % of data has higher fc2/fc1 values, and thus

are certainly of the double-corner kind. 38 % of

spectra, in their LF part, either agree with the simple

x-2 model, or show only limited deviation from it.

In Fig. 8c, one can see the relationship fc3 (ML).

Taking into account certain scatter of Q values among

paths from different hypocenters, the estimates of fc3

exceeding 22 Hz were considered as insufficiently reli-

able. Such data were put into the category ‘‘fc3[22 Hz,’’

and into the same category the cases were also included

when no third corner is seen at all but the spectrum is

discernible at least up to 22 Hz. Cases when the a(f) shape

was apparently flat but dived under noise below 22 Hz

were excluded from this analysis. The cases of the cate-

gory ‘‘fc3[22 Hz’’ are marked by triangles drawn at

f = 22 Hz. About 20 % of fc3 estimates were of this

‘‘inequality’’ kind. Despite such ‘‘clipping’’, the tendency

of decay of fc3 with magnitude is evident. To reveal it

reliably, medians of the fc3 data were calculated in

moving window along the ML axis. Median is not biased

by clipping until it affects more than 50 % of data within a

window, and clipping was rarely so strong. Linear

regression applied to medians resulted in the estimate

b3 = 0.11 ± 0.013. Therefore, the violation of similarity

for fc3 is even sharper than for fc2. It should be emphasized

that each of the two established facts is of importance: one

is that the scaling exponents, both for fc2 and fc3, are

significantly below that of fc1, or, equivalently, below 1/3;

another is that the scaling exponents for fc2 and fc3 differ

significantly one with respect to another.

It was of certain interest to determine scaling

exponents g2 and g3 in the relationships

fc2 / f
�g2

c1 ; fc3 / f
�g3

c1 . This can be done taking the

ratios b2/b1 and b3/b1 that results in g2 = 0.52 and

g3 = 0.33. Alternatively, by the direct juxtaposition

of log fci and using the adequate procedure of

orthogonal regression at q = 1, we find g2 = 0.51,

g3 = 0.35 (preferred). The estimates of the two kinds
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fit well, and the general picture (g2\ 1, g3\ 1,

g3\ g2) can be considered as well established.

The depth dependence of fc3 (Fig. 9) was exam-

ined. For the depth range 0–50 km, the tendency of

fc3 to increase with depth is well expressed. Deeper

50 km, this trend saturates. The fact of the depth

dependence of fc3 is remarkable; it also provides an

additional support to the idea of its existence. One

can hardly expect such dependence if the estimates of

fc3 are fictitious, and produced by data fluctuations

and/or processing noise.

6. Discussion and Interpretation

6.1. On Attenuation

The approach developed here for determination of

average attenuation has its limits. In our case when

small-distance data are lacking, one cannot determine

j0 accurately, and an error in j0 translates into an

error in absolute Q values, especially when Q is

distance dependent. Still, the approach used is

relatively well adapted for the limited aim of

determination of spectral corrections that might

recover source spectrum from an observed one, and

this is just the kind of use on which the present study

is concentrated. In addition, despite possible corre-

lated errors in individual parameters, the recovered

attenuation estimates can be employed for realistic

prediction of scenario strong motions within the

limited distance range studied; and this is just the

range where such estimates are most needed for the

case of Eastern Kamchatka. Still, the principal

deficiency of the spectral method—its assumption

of flat source acceleration spectra—cannot be over-

come with the present approach.

Alternatively, one might directly use the distance

decay of spectral amplitude to recover attenuation

structure in an independent way. It should be

understood, however, that the distance decay

approach cannot produce j0 estimate; thus its results

can provide only an incomplete description of

attenuation. In addition, an a priori geometrical

spreading model is needed for its applicability.

Therefore, only the joint use of the two methods

may permit to construct a fully reliable average

attenuation model. This study is in progress, and the

preliminary work (Gusev, Guseva, report at the 26th

IUGG GA, Prague 2015) resulted in Q(f) model (see

Fig. 3) that well agrees with the ‘‘C’’ model described

here.

After 3D attenuation tomography studies in

subduction zones (e.g., STACHNIK and ABERS 2004;

NAKAJIMA et al. 2013; LIU and ZHAO 2015) one might

believe that the developed attenuation model is too

simplistic. Tomographic studies show, however, that

the subduction zone attenuation structure for a

comparable forearc area, as recovered, e.g., by LIU

and ZHAO (2015), shows only limited spatial varia-

tion. They systematically recover decrease of QS
-1

with depth; and this feature seems to be incorporated

into the distance decrease of QS
-1 of our inversion.

With this factor included into our list of unknowns,

depth dependence of our residuals shows no signif-

icant anomaly. Numerical values of QS
-1 are difficult
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Figure 9
Third corner frequency fc3 estimates plotted against depth H. Dots

and triangle marks are explained in the caption of Fig. 8c. Gray

line shows running median. The anomaly at H = 40 km is related

to the fact that local network produces a significant proportion of

‘‘40 km’’ depths that are highly unreliable. For unclear reason,

these data had an excessive proportion of high-fc3 estimates
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to compare because Liu and Zhao assume frequency-

independent Q; our early estimate of this kind equals

720, in reasonable agreement with their results that

show the range of 550–880 for the comparable

volume of Japan arc. NAKAJIMA et al. (2013), as well

as other studies, also did not reveal any expressed

variation of Q-1(in addition to the mentioned vertical

decrease) within and above the subducted slab; this is

valid, however, only at a considerable distance from

the volcanic chain.

6.2. On Scaling of fc2

In Introduction, we mentioned the general prob-

lem of scaling and its relation to the similarity

concept. Let us now discuss the observed scaling of

fc2 and its possible meaning. The existence of fc2 was

implicit in the study by AKI (1967) and noted by

BRUNE (1970). The deviation of its trend from simple

similarity (b2\1/3) is no news as well (GUSEV 1983;

IZUTANI 1984; ATKINSON 1993), and should be con-

sidered as a common tendency. See GUSEV (2013a)

for a review of the observed fc2 trends, in over-

whelming majority with b2\1/3. The slope of the

trend found here agrees well with the evidence

collected in that review. However, the absolute level

of Kamchatka fc2 data is relatively high, comparable

to the estimates of ATKINSON (1993). This fact is

correlated with similar deviation for fc1 that indicates

relatively high-stress drop for our earthquake popu-

lation, analogous to that for Taiwan data (TSAI 1997).

Let us introduce characteristic times, related to

frequencies fc1 and fc2, as tc1 ¼ 1=fc1 (related to

rupture formation time T), and tc2 ¼ 1=fc2, corre-

spondingly. It is common to relate tc1 to rupture

formation time T. As for tc2, modern textbooks, e.g.,

SHEARER (1999), relate it to rise time Tr of local slip;

its possible stochastic version is the correlation time

of local slip history at a point on the fault (AKI 1967).

For the case of commonly assumed rupture propaga-

tion at an (average) velocity vr, instant slip occupies

at any time a certain strip [called ‘‘slip pulse’’ by

HEATON (1990)] of a limited width l = vrTr. The strip

sweeps entire fault of length L during time T = L/vr.

Let the relative strip width be CH = l/L = Tr/T.

GUSEV (2013b, 2014) noted that the ratio fc1/fc2 must

be comparable to CH, and substantiated this view

using numerical simulation of a stochastic fault. The

data collected here suggest that CH systematically

decreases with increasing magnitude: fc1/fc2 varies

from about 0.4 at ML = 4.5 to about 0.15–0.12 at

ML = 6–6.5. The latter number fits fairly well the

typical value CH, on the order of 0.1, proposed by

HEATON (1990) on the basis of inverted space–time

histories of earthquake sources of magnitude around

6–7. It should be noted, however, that in studies by

AKI (1988), and PAPAGEORGIOU and AKI (1983), tc2 is

understood in another way and related to the rupture

duration of a subsource, and/or to the delay between

sequential subsource initiation (i.e., between sequen-

tial crossing of barriers).

Let us consider now scaling of the characteristic

times, taking tc1 (i.e., T) as the independent variable.

From fc2 / f
�g2

c1 we arrive to tc2 / t
g2

c1, where the

value of g2 is close to 0.5. The simple fact that g2 is

definitely below unity may be understood as a

qualitative indication of the tendency for slip pulse

width to grow slower than in direct proportion to

rupture size (as simple similarity would require).

However, the fact that, approximately, tc2 / t
1=2
c1 may

be understood as indicating that a propagating slip

pulse broadens by some random mechanism that

reminds random walk. In other words, the advance-

ment of the ruptured area can be likened to random

walk with drift, or diffusion with drift (FELLER 1957).

Square root scaling is inherent for this class of

processes. But this model, reasonable for 1D case, is

doubtful for the random spreading of a ruptured area

in 2D. No new theory is needed for this case. The

assumedly random growth of a fault rupture area

resembles many other random growth phenomena

which were intensively studied during last decades,

see the work by HALPIN-HEALY (1995).

Among the models of 2D growth, the simplest

applicable one is that of Eden growth which

describes, e.g., the growth of colonies of bacteria or

clusters of molecules. These 2D aggregates grow by

accumulation of material at their boundary. This

accumulation is random, and the randomness results

in non-smooth, convoluted, random ‘‘fractal’’ shape

of the boundary. For the increase of rms width w of

this ‘‘fringe-boundary’’ with increasing size l of the

aggregate, power law holds: w / lg. For different

variants of the properties of the substrate
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(homogeneous or ‘‘disordered’’) the values of g
between 0.33 and 0.68 are predicted. Our estimate

of g2 & 0.5 is well within these bounds. This makes

the random growth hypothesis quite plausible. In

should be noted, however, that in the above discus-

sion of rupture growth model, an important implicit

assumption is made: it is believed that the multitude

of studied earthquake sources of various sizes can be

considered as the set of snapshots of a growing

earthquake source of gradually increasing length and

magnitude.

6.3. On Scaling of fc3

The important points regarding fc3 are: the mere

existence of this feature, its nature, and its scaling.

The existence of source-controlled fmax, or fc3, was a

matter of a long dispute. For instance, AKI (1988)

noticed magnitude dependence of fmax for California

earthquake data, and treated it as source effect;

ATKINSON and SILVA (1997), however, relate this fact

to amplitude dependence of j0. Still, more and more

evidence is accumulating that supports the existence

of source contribution to fmax filter. See the study by

GUSEV (2013a) for a review of relevant publications

up to 2010. A few hypotheses have been proposed to

explain formation of the third corner of source

spectrum. Within the limits of the infinitesimally

thin source-crack model, it was associated with

cohesion zone width of a crack (CAMPILLO 1983;

FUJIWARA and IRIKURA 1991; AKI 1988). Other, not

necessarily opposing, view was expressed by PAPA-

GEORGIOU and AKI (1983) who associated fmax with the

value of width of a ‘‘thick’’ fault zone. GUSEV (1990)

considered fmax from a different viewpoint, in the

context of fractal heterogeneity of a fault. This idea

goes back to ANDREWS (1980) who considered a 2D

random field of local stress drop with power-law

spectrum; but Andrews did not discuss any high-

wavenumber limit for this spectrum. GUSEV (1990)

proposed that the source-controlled fmax is an imprint

of the characteristic size that defines the lower limit

for the size (wavelength) distribution of strength

heterogeneity over the fault surface. Within the

concept of band-limited fractal, this limit represents

the lower fractal size limit of 2D fault heterogeneity,

whereas for longer size scales this heterogeneity can

be assumed self-similar.

An analogous concept was proposed by YOKOI and

IRIKURA (1991): they associated fmax with the smallest

between-barrier interval on a fault that is covered by

a hierarchy of such barriers with various character-

istic interbarrier distances and various strengths. The

next achievement in this line is the study, by DUNHAM

et al. (2011), of a fault with fractally corrugated

profile surrounded by plastic zone; the source-

controlled fmax feature was, in essence, successfully

simulated. This line of study should not be confused

with the complementary but different AKI’S (1988)

suggestion to consider the same size as the upper

fractal size limit of the ‘‘out-of-plane’’, 3D fracture

system located within the ‘‘thick’’ fault zone. All the

listed possibilities for fc3 formation are far from being

mutually exclusive; instead, they may well act

cooperatively, or represent various facets of a com-

plex picture. In a recent paper, WEN and CHEN (2012)

analyzed variations of fmax (considered as source-

controlled) along the causative fault of 2008

Wenchuan earthquake. They found that mainshock

fmax, determined on near-fault accelerometers, corre-

lates with the distance from the middle part of the

fault, with typical values 5 Hz in its central part and

12 Hz at the periphery. They cite experimental

estimates of the fault zone waveguide thickness that

seem to indicate that this thickness decreases from

the central part of the fault to its periphery in the

manner well correlated with corresponding 1/fmax

values; this may provide a direct experimental

support to the ‘‘thick fault’’ concept of PAPAGEORGIOU

and AKI (1983). Wen and Chen themselves associate

vr/fmax with the cohesion zone width of a crack

subfault.

Let us now discuss the possible meaning of the

trend of fc3 vs. M0 and physics that underlies it. The

decrease of fc3 with M0 is found here to be slow: fc3 �
M0

-0.11. A trend of this kind was first found by AKI

(1988), whose estimate b3 = 0.105 is essentially

reproduced in our data. A comparable trend was found

earlier by FACCIOLI (1986), however, he was inclined to

treat fmax as mostly attenuation effect. Less clear

indications of a similar trend, in terms of jevent vs.

M dependence, were noted by Purvance and ANDERSON
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(2003). It should be noted that ATKINSON and SILVA

(1997), however, confirming the fact of magnitude

dependence of fmax (in the form j0), ascribe its origin to

non-linear amplitude dependence of j0. In our case,

magnitude dependence is well expressed. As KILB et al.

(2012) note, the threshold for significant non-linearity

is on the order of tens of gals, much above the

amplitude range of our records. This means that in our

case, the magnitude dependence can be safely consid-

ered as evidence supporting the existence of fc3. The

depth dependence gives another similar argument.

Assuming fc3 as existent, and its magnitude depen-

dence as real for our data, we can infer that lower

fractal limit of fault heterogeneity increases with

source size, however, slowly.

A tectonophysical cause of such a tendency may lay

in variations of fault surface maturity: the greater is the

distance slipped (in geological time scale) by a fault wall

along its counterpart, the larger is associated wear/dam-

age (GUSEV 1990; MATSU’URA et al. 1992; PURVANCE and

ANDERSON 2003). In this process, shorter wavelengths of

the fault profile are ground away faster and the upper

cutoff of heterogeneity spectrum shifts down, to lower

wavenumbers and longer wavelengths. In parallel, the

damaged fault zone grows thicker. Wear operates

twofold: by selective abrasion of smaller asperities of

fault relief, and by accumulation of debris that plaster up

other smaller asperities; each of these tendencies shifts

fc3 down. The property of maturity can well be related to

magnitude. One can expect a positive relationship: the

larger is the magnitude of an earthquake, the larger are

chances that its fault walls traveled farther along each

other, and the larger effects of wear one can expect.

There are, however, processes that counteract wear:

‘‘healing’’ or strength recovery of a fault (by reestab-

lishment of monolithic state through such processes as

recrystallization of crushed gauge and/or geothermally

induced sedimentation) and wandering of individual

fault paths of successive events within a much broader

fault zone, which can be seen on the day surface as a

bundle of fault branches. We believe, however, that

these tendencies can only partly suppress the effects of

wear processes discussed earlier.

The depth trend of Fig. 9 agrees with this

explanation. One can expect that the healing pro-

cesses are amplified at larger depths, resulting in a

relative decrease of the upper cutoff of the fault

heterogeneity size distribution, and in a correspond-

ing increase of fc3. The trend of Fig. 9 agrees well

with the results of IWAKIRI and HOSHIBA (2012) who

analyzed time-dependent fmax which was observed on

the accelerograms of the developing rupture of the

2011 Tohoku mega-earthquake. They found that fmax

increased during the propagation of the rupture front

to larger depths. They found some additional support

to the depth dependence of fmax analyzing accelera-

tion spectral ratios of three pairs of large earthquakes

whose sources were located at different depths.

7. Conclusion

An attempt of separation of source-controlled and

attenuation-controlled constituents of fmax is under-

taken using data on 563 moderate-sized earthquakes of

Kamchatka subduction zone recorded by PET station.

To perform this more accurately, first an initial atten-

uation model for the lithosphere around PET was

compiled. Then, using the spectral approach, a more

reliable model was obtained by iterations of non-linear

inversion. In each inversion, for each spectrum, the

usable segment of frequency axis was selected where

one could believe the source acceleration spectrum to

be flat. After two repetitions the difference between

attenuation models obtained in the two inversions was

found to be minor; therefore the stability of the

employed approach was verified. The resulting atten-

uation model could be employed for confident

recovery of majority of source spectra up to 22 Hz.

Among 499 attenuation-corrected spectra of

M = 4–6.5 local earthquakes with sufficient S/N ratio

at HF, a large fraction ([80 %) manifests the source-

controlled fmax, i.e., the third corner frequency fc3.

The values of fc3 lie in the range 3–20 Hz; on the

average, they slowly decay with magnitude. These

values also show considerable dependence on

hypocentral depth over the upper 0–50 km layer: the

deeper an event is located, the higher is fc3. The

magnitude dependence of fc3 agrees well with

pioneering works of FACCIOLI (1986) and AKI (1988).

In their lower frequency part, about 2/3 of spectra

shows clear second corner; for the rest 1/3, the

standard one-corner x-2 spectral model can be con-

sidered as a good approximation.
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Clear deviations from similarity were found for

scaling of fc2 and fc3. These deviations permit to make

some deductions regarding physical processes in the

earthquake source. The tendency fc2 � fc1
0.5 may

indicate that during the spreading of the ruptured area

over a geological fault, the growth of this area may

obey a stochastic model of random surface growth,

like Eden model or its generalizations. The tendency

fc3 � M0
-0.11 may reflect the magnitude dependence of

the characteristic size of fault surface heterogeneity.
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